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It comes as no surprise that the US - which has the highest number of satellites - is 

leading in investments in Space-tech: $28 billion in 3,086 companies. In fact, North 

America has seen a total of $102.2 billion in investment in Space-tech till last year, while 

the Asia Pacific region has got $41.7 billion and Europe, $31.6 billion, according to a 

SpaceTech Analytics Report 2021. China has only 288 Space-tech companies, in contrast 

to India’s 368. 

Gone are the days when exploration and privatisation of Space were just Sci-fi movie 

concepts. With innovations in Space-tech, the Sci-fi of yesterday has become reality of 

today and will probably be the norm of tomorrow.

n April 2001, Dennis Tito, an American engineer, became the first ‘Space Tourist’ when 

he flew to the International Space Station (ISS) aboard Russia's Soyuz spaceship. This 

was seen as a one-off show of mankind’s foray into Space by many, citing the expenses 

and technological inventions needed for more such adventures. However, the next two 

decades saw unprecedented advancement in Space-tech, and in 2019, American Space 

agency NASA announced that private individuals could stay in US modules of the ISS at 

$35,000 per night.
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Country-wise investment into
Space-tech sector in 2021 (In $Billion)



From small satellites’ and reusable launch vehicles’ manufacture to Space Mining and 

Defense communication, Indian startups have successfully forayed to a wide range of 

use-cases in the sector. What’s more, the Indian regulatory framework has become 

friendly towards private players in Space-tech. In June 2020, as part of the Union 

Government’s decision to include private players in the Space sector,  the Indian National 

Space Promotion and Authorisation Centre (IN-SPACe) was formed.  The agency is 

expected to give India’s Space-tech startups a single-window navigation of all the 

multiple clearances that are required – they would otherwise be tapping on windows at 

the departments of Telecom, Defense, IT and others. 

The Indian Space sector was valued at $7 billion back in 2019 and is expected to grow at a 

CAGR of 48% to reach ISRO’s target of $50 billion by 2024, a PWC report estimates. The 

time is ripe for investors to take this sector seriously.

Space-tech innovations are mostly in demand in sectors like Aerospace, Defence, 

Telecom, IT, Weather Monitoring / Climate Change, Remote Sensing, GPS Navigation, 

Satellite TV and Agriculture. The overarching play is to alleviate problems that obstruct 

space vehicle launch and other activities which can provide data relevant to these sectors.

For example, the length of travel in space – a major obstacle in space exploration – is 

directly related to the performance of the existing propulsion systems. Clearly, improving 

propulsion systems is key for future space exploration. Many startups in India – like 

Agnikul Cosmos, Bellatrix Aerospace, and Skyroot Aerospace are focused on the same. 

These three, along with Pixxel, are also building Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites which can 

serve private customers across sectors.

Miniaturised satellite manufacture and launch is another vertical that is witnessing a lot of 

action now. Dhruva Space and Astrogate Labs are among the startups in this space (pun 

fully intended).

Beyond the skies



Space-tech sectors & technologies
to watch out for 

Frontier Technologies

Satellites & Aerial Imagery

Supporting Industries
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Artificial Intelligence

Robotics

Bio Tech

Machine Learning

Satellite Communication

Aerial Imagery

Data Gathering
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Weather Forecasting

Training

Research & Education

Consulting

HR

Science and R&D

Astronomy & Astrophysics

Astronautics

Space Architecture

Earth Science

Space Medicine

Astrobiology

Spacefaring

Private Spaceflight

Space Tourism

Logistics

Transportation

Space Construction

Manufacture

Materials & Part Production

Repair

Launch Infrastructure

Market demand for geospatial data is on the rise. Enabling access to data collected from 

Earth observation is a huge opportunity. The likes of Kawa Space and GalaxEye are already 

established in this space. The former’s geo-intelligence platform saves time and money 

figuring out the data pipeline, infrastructure, model making and deployment, for satellite 

data users.

The reduction in cost enables governments and private players to leverage geospatial data 

for use cases such as weather, agriculture, insurance, and risk management, among 

others.
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“Kris Nair, founder and CEO of Kawa Space, says, “A notebook, pen, a bunch of 27 

year olds and literally 32KBs of computing is what it took to go to the moon. We have 

come a long way since then, and the world is certainly ready to ingest all the 

satellite data in real-time, process it, and power multiple industry use-cases.”



Other upcoming sectors in Space-tech include fast and secure communications using 

satellites, and solutions for space traffic management and debris removal. From Life 

Sciences and Space Medicine to Space Mining, there are more sub-sectors coming up now.

“Kawa Space serves agriculture, infrastructure, and national security teams. Our users can 

pull images from 200+ satellites, monitor locations, visualize results, gather insights and 

integrate satellite data in your workflow - anywhere in the world.”

Investments in Space-tech companies totalled $132.2 billion globally in 2020, according to 

the Space-tech Analytics Report. It also estimates Space-tech to be a $10 trillion industry 

by 2030, a huge jump from the $350 billion in 2021.  

I believe that the dearth in Indian Space-tech is not for talent or innovation, but capital. 

About $7.7 billion of private investment went into Spacetech globally in the first nine 

months of 2021, according to Europe’s first Space-focused VC firm Seraphim Capital.

But in India, over the last two years VC firms have invested only about $90 million across 

20 deals, as per Tracxn data.

Yet, there is hope. Indian Space-tech startups have raised a total of nearly $31 million in 

funding in 2021, according to YourStory Research’s analysis of disclosed deals, which is a 

70% increase from the $18.2 million raised by the sector in all of 2020.

Investors including Blume Ventures, StartupXSeed and Inflexor Ventures have already 

placed bets on Indian Space-tech startups. StartupXseed, which launched a second fund 

of ₹200 crore for investing in seed and growth stages in deep tech, has also backed a 

number of startups working in space. Entrepreneur-turned-angel-investors Anand 

Mahindra, Vijay Shekhar Sharma, Mukesh Bansal, and a few others have invested in 

Space-tech startups already.

Money matters



Europe-based Seraphim Space Fund, and US-based Space Angels and Hemisphere 

Ventures, are some of the global VC Funds focused on Space-tech. Other major investors 

who are keen on Space-tech include 500 Startups, Sequoia Capital, Accel, Bessemer 

Venture Partners, Founders Fund, Keiretsy Forum, Techstars, Mayfield Fund, Qualcomm 

Ventures, and Y-Combinator. 

Top funded Space-tech
startups in the world

Startup

SpaceX

Blue Origin

Relativity
Space

Planet Labs

Astranis

Founding 
year

2002

2000

2015

2010

2015

Focus Area

Space Launch
& Satellite
communication

Space Launch &
Sub-orbital
Spaceflight

Space
launch

Geospatial
data analytics

Satellite
Communication

Funding
(till July 2021)

$6.6 B

$3.5 B

$1.3 B

$634 M

$353 M

Major
Investors

Elon Musk, Fidelity,
Alphabet, Sequoia,
Founders Fund

Jeff Bezos,
NASA,
US Space Force

Tiger Global,
Y Combinator,
Fidelity,
BlackRock

Yuri Milner,
Founders Fund,
Google

A.Horowitz,
BlackRock,
Fidelity,
Fifty Years
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Kris Nair of Kawa Space is confident that the global customer base for Indian Space-tech 

startups is growing fast. “Indian companies will see 10x growth in the quarters to come,”

he says.

Valuation: What to know 

Valuation is usually driven by the startup’s revenue model, growth rate, scalability and 

risks, target market size, and potential user base. But in some cases like Space-tech, the 

synergy between the resources, intellectual property, technology, and any financial assets 

decides the startup’s value. First-mover advantage and earning potential are also taken 

into account at times. Even though Space-tech requires a lot of specialist knowledge to 

vet the startups seeking funding, I think it's easier if the (early stage) startup has a 

prototype ready for the market.

Although most startups in the sector are not above the Series B stage, government 

contracts can boost their growth and, in turn, investment potential. In the US and Europe, 

once VC-invested companies plan some credible products, space agencies (NASA and 

ESA) become their anchor customers. I hope that public-private partnerships (PPP) and 

government contracts will form the basis for B2B revenue streams for Indian Space-tech 

startups. The capability to expand into more verticals in this space is also significant in 

expediting profit-making.

Currently, about 95% of the funding in Space-tech goes to satellite manufacture and 

launch companies. The most significant short and medium term opportunities, however, 

will come from satellite broadband internet access. (There is increased demand for 

bandwidth from IoT, AI, VR, and autonomous vehicles.)

The Space-tech Analytics Report suggests that although VC funds currently categorize 

Space-tech companies according to their stage, Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) will 

be of far greater significance. This parameter - which assesses the maturity level of any 

technology- ensures data-driven analysis and enables calculations of the value of a 

company.



Top VC-funded
Space-tech Startups in India 

VestaSpace Small satellite manufacturing 2018 $10 M Next Capital

Agnikul
Cosmos

Launch Vehicles, Satellite Propulsion
systems

2017 $14 M BeeNext, Mayfield,
Anand Mahindra,
Speciale Invest ++

Skyroot
Aerospace

Launch vehicle manufacture and
service provider

2018 $15.5 M Meraki, Sutton Capital,
Graph Ventures,
Mukesh Bansal ++

Digantara LEO Nanosatellites for surveillance 2018 $2.5 M Kalaari Capital

NewSpace Drones, UAVs, Robotics, AR & VR
Simulations. 

2017 $21 M Pavestone Technology
Fund, QRG Investments 

Skylark
Drones

UAV, Drones, Aerial Mapping &
Aerial Survey 

2014 $3 M Advantedge, IAN Fund,
Redstart Labs, InfoEdge
Ventures++

2015 $3 MBellatrix
Aerospace

Launch vehicles, Electric Propulsion
Systems, Chemical Propulsion
Rocket Engines

StartupXSeed Ventures,
SINE (Under IIT Bombay),
CIIE (Under IIM-A),
Deepika Padukone++

Astromet Communication, Satellites, 5G,
Thermal Design

2015 $3.8 M IAN Fund I, Impact
Collective Fund, Urania
Ventures, Lakshmi
Narayanan ++

Dhruva
Space

Spacecraft Design and Integration,
Satellite Manufacturing,
Communication

2012 $4.6 M Blue Ashva Capital,
IAN Fund

Aadyah
Aerospace

Thrust Vector Control System, Satellite
Dispensers, Launch Vehicle

2016 $5.3 M Karnataka Startup Cell,
Keiretsu Forum 

2017 $6 M
The ePlane
Company

Electric flying taxi/ Urban aerial
mobility service

Speciale Invest,
3One4Capital,
Thought Ventures,
Java Capital++

Pixxel Nanosatellites, Space Mining, Satellite
imaging, Satellites manufacturing 

2019 Blume Ventures,
GrowX Ventures,
Lightspeed Venture
Partners, Techstars

$8 M

Startup Focus area Founding
year 

Total
funding 

Investors 
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Morgan Stanley estimates that broadband will represent 50-70% of the projected growth of 

the global space economy by 2040. As the demand for data goes up, launching satellites 

that offer broadband internet service will help drive down the cost of data. Currently, the 

cost of access to space is dipping, bringing data costs down too. Efforts in Space-tech can 

make satellites cheaper than ever – which can lead the way for cheaper internet in rural 

areas.

  Srinath Ravichandran, Co-founder and CEO of Agnikul Cosmos, is hopeful that the 

government’s new steps will help expand the Space-tech ecosystem. “Government 

support will encourage more people to come into this sector; currently Space-tech is seen 

as a niche sector for startups. With more awareness, more investment will also flow in (and 

vice versa),” he says, adding that India has an edge over China and the US, thanks to ISRO’s 

cost-efficient ways. Remember, India’s Mars Mission - Mangalyaan - was the cheapest 

mission to Mars!

A future full of possibilities

Recent exits among global Space-tech
companies 

Startup

Planetary
Resources

Deep Space
Industries

Paras Defense
and Satellites

Location

Washington

California

Mumbai

Total
funding

$50 M

$3.5 M

$6.7 M+
(till Sept 2021)

Major Investors

Larry Page, Tencent,
Space Angels

Metatron Global

Ashoka India Equity
Investment Trust,
Saint Capital Fund

Exit & Year

Acquired in 2018
by ConsenSys

Acquired in
2019 by Bradford
Space

IPO in
October 2021

Focus Area

Asteroid
mining tech

Space
exploration

Space
imaging
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Additionally, when it comes to space data, innovations with AI and blockchain to offer 

secure solutions are already on the works. Smart propulsion mechanisms through clean 

rockets for sustainability, and management of activities like satellite servicing and industrial 

missions also offer more business opportunities. Several space tourism companies – led by 

Boeing, Virgin Galactic, Blue Origin and SpaceX- are about to start commercial suborbital 

flights.

If Elon Musk is to be believed, even colonisation of Mars and exploration of extraterrestrial 

life may not be too far away.  For investors, it is time to onboard this ship!

Srinath also points out another advantage: Space-tech startups in India have ready 

access to the network of vendors (across manufacturing, electronics and other 

sectors) who have been hand-held by ISRO. “They are willing to work with startups 

too, as startups provide a larger customer-base,” he says.

Nimesh Kampani is the co-founder & CEO of trica,
a unified technology solution for equity management and 
transactions. He is an alumnus of Harvard Business School 
and a Chartered Accountant with more than 18 years of 
experience in banking and financial services. Prior to 
beginning the journey at trica, Nimesh led the Investor 
Relations function at Kotak Mahindra Bank, and was part of 
the strategy team that planned new initiatives, alliances, 
partnerships and inorganic opportunities for Kotak Group. 
He also co-founded Svasti Microfinance in Mumbai, with 
which he was associated for a couple of years. Earlier, he 
has worked with ICICI Bank in their Finance department. 
Nimesh believes that strong and accomplished leaders do 
not create followers — they create more leaders. Now an 
investor, entrepreneur, and mentor, Nimesh has been 
recognised in the list of top 40 angel investors in India. He 
has invested in more than 50 startups. An avid reader and 
coin collector, Nimesh is always in pursuit of new cuisines 
and fine wines, and is a self-confessed coffeeholic. Outside 
work, his favourite thing to do is spending time with his 
family and socialising with people he finds inspiring. 

Nimesh Kampani
Co-founder and CEO, trica



Disclaimer
The delivery and contents of this communication do not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation to enter into any contract or agreement to provide 
any investment services, or to apply for, or buy any securities, to effect or conclude any transaction of any kind whatsoever in any jurisdiction to any person.

The services and information described in this communication are provided to you “as is” and “as available” without warranties of any kind, expressed, implied 
or otherwise, including but not limited to all warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. Capital Grid Technologies Pvt 
Ltd (trica) shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of the information in this communication.
Investing in unlisted businesses (particularly startups and early stage) is a high risk / high return investment strategy and carries significant risks including 
illiquidity, loss of capital, rarity of dividends and dilution. It should only form part of a balanced investment portfolio and is targeted at investors who are 
sufficiently sophisticated to understand the risks involved and are capable of making their own investment decisions. Use of this communication is governed 
by trica’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, as well as various notices, rules, policies, and procedures that may be published on its website.

Your use of this communication serves as your acknowledgement and acceptance of these terms, conditions, and disclaimers.

trica is not affiliated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by any of the companies listed, described, or featured in this communication
or on its site.

About trica
trica is a unified technology solution for equity management and transactions. Everything we do is tech-enabled and with 
our proprietary personal touch. With a suite of world class products and deep network with Indian startups and investors, 
trica is your gateway to India's private markets.

trica comes from the house of LetsVenture (2013) which has created India’s most active and trusted online investment 
platform for early stage startups with a portfolio value of over $3 billion and an Angel AIF with an AUM of over $64 million. 

trica’s investors include Accel, Lighthouse Canton, Secocha Ventures and marquee angels and family offices.

www.trica.co
Linkedin Twitter

Join our exclusive network of investors.
Connect with us nimesh@trica.co

offers unique access to global
funds, family offices & UHNIs for

Direct investments in pre-IPO
and growth startups
Differentiated offerings based on strategy, 
geography & asset class
Global investment
Fund and portfolio management

Recommend our equity management
product to your portfolio. Connect with us 
siddhartha.sharma@trica.co

offers a product for startups
to better manage their equity

Cap table management
Digitising & automating stock options
for employees 
Digital shares
Investor reporting & board management 


